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So, if a coat of beige or milky shade, then it will combine warm shades - orange, green, red.. Thus, depending on the style and it
is worth choosing a brooch, but special attention should be given to the flowers.. For work you will need: • felt green 3 mm
thick; • black felt with a thickness of 3 mm; • felt black thin with a thickness of 1 mm; • fastener for brooch; • large red
rhinestones; • lightning, metallic, golden; • glue gun; • lighter.

Textile decorations of the category 'handmade' are popular not only because of their beauty - they are not expensive, but even
those who are not ready to pay for replenishment of the jewelry collection are able to make them on their own, having paid
money only for materials.. How to make a brooch of lightning with your own hands - a master class from Shveiprofi How to
make a brooch of lightning with your own hands - a master class from Shveiprofy Lightning brooches can be the most diverse -
stylish or cute, daring or fantasy, floral themes, in the form of funny little animals and birds, to represent any pattern or can be
simple, strict and concise.. Sequence of work: Cut the metal zipper with scissors close to the teeth Fit the threads along the
entire cut with the help of a cigarette lighter (for handicrafts it is better to choose zippers on a synthetic tape).. Certainly, a
bright and motley brooch should decorate a sweater without a print.. A small apple made of felt and golden lightning will look
charmingly on a knitted cap or lapel of a jacket made of dense fabric.

 Yandex Browser

Choose a brooch follows not only from personal taste Today the most popular characters and lightning are owls, dragonflies,
birds, as well as flora symbols - leaves and flowers.. Brooches of lightning are also combined with sweaters, which are so
popular in the winter season 2013-2014.. Therefore, the first thing that a brooch can decorate is a one-color, preferably light
shade of spring and autumn coats. Mov To Wmv Converter Free
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Witness For Mac

 Text Editor For Mac Os10
 With clothes of cold shades combine the same brooches - cold scales You should also consider the important element of the
brooch - the color of lightning, which can be with a silvery or golden hue.. A brooch is that element in clothes that attracts
attention, and therefore it is important that it is both bright and at the same time in harmony with the main scale.. ) Brooches as
an ornament for a while fell out of the fashion trail, but recently they are making themselves felt more and more as a stylish
trend that captures the ranks of not only informal fashion but also the world. Beastmaster The Eye Of Braxus
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And lightning: with what to wear and how to choose? A brooch made of lightning is remarkable in that it is perfectly combined
with outer clothing, namely - with a coat.. Felt - a classic hat material, and therefore with a felt brooch they will harmonize as
well as possible.. Also a brooch made of lightning and felt looks original and somewhat 'sincerely,' which sometimes does not
have enough jewelry, brought to perfection by the master's hand.. Do you want an unusual decoration for clothes? Then we
suggest making it yourself with the most unexpected materials, which you will certainly be able to find among your other
needlework accessories.. And, you can make a fun brooch with your own hands of colored felt Another idea is to cut out a circle
base out of felt and sew it to a lot of small decorative items from felt in contrasting colors (flowers, leaves, butterflies, etc..
Brooches of wool and lightning can also become a successful decor for hats and hats. e828bfe731 Mc Shan Down By Law
Download
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